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The Adventures of Baron Trump
It's 1961 and the white heat of the Space Race is making the Cold War even colder Operative Richard
Knox has been hung out to dry by someone at MI5. He's a man with secrets, and not just because he's a
secret service officer. Meanwhile, in a closed city outside Leningrad, brilliant physicist Valeria
Koskinen discovers the secret to sending messages through space o not just via the clumsy means of the
US Corona satellite dropping a payload capsule. But following an accident Valeria must flee. Soon, she
finds herself in the sights of not one but two sets of intelligence services, looking to harness her own
intelligence. With Britain's latest surveillance breakthrough stolen, and its top spy trapped in a
mysterious coma, Knox must find a new ally to help him o Claire Bennett, one of the CIA's few diverse
recruits. But she's not the one seeking to overturn Knox's bachelor London life. As the age of global
surveillance dawns, three powers will battle for dominance, and three people will fight to survive

Macleod of Dare
Washington
Ingersoll Lockwood's two books, Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey & 1900; Or, The
Last President were written before the turn of the 20th Century, but both contain eerie similarities with
modern day political events. This volume contains both works, and readers can decide for themselves
whether this was coincidence or something more.

Trump University Wealth Building 101
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Complete and unabridged with all original illustrations. The Collected Works of Ingersoll Lockwood:
The Baron Trump Novels & 1900; Or, The Last President, have seen a resurgence in interest since
Donald Trump's election to President of the United States in 2016. All of these titles were written before
the turn of the 20th Century, but both contain eerie similarities with modern day political events. For the
first time, all the works are presented in a single volume so readers can decipher for themselves whether
Lockwood's words were a telling of things to come, or just a curious coincidence of American literature.
In the 1890s, Ingersoll Lockwood authored a series of children's books about the escapades of his
character, the young Baron Trump: Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and his Wonderful
Dog Bulger, and Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey. The series followed a literary trend
of the time, which had child protagonists adventuring to enchanted lands and encountering fantastic
beings. Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland, and L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz are two
famous examples of this genre. Lockwood's Baron is an aristocratic youth bored with his life of luxury
in Castle Trump. Searching for adventure, Baron travels to Russia to discover an underground world
beneath his feet. He journeys downward and finds himself lost in peculiar settings surrounded by the
strange inhabitants of this new world. The stories follow his adventures and eventual struggle to find his
way back to the surface he left behind. The Baron Trump novels were obscured by the more successful
children's books of the time. Lockwood's tall tales seemed destined for the literary dust bin, but the
election of Donald Trump in 2016 renewed interest in these works due to the President's youngest son's
name: Barron Trump. Now, back in print, the Baron Trump series is enjoying considerable interest and
success. In 1900; Or, The Last President, Ingersoll Lockwood paints a picture of a politically charged
New York City, where a political outsider has overcome stiff opposition to be elected President of the
United States. Mob rule threatens, and marching protests rove up and down Fifth Avenue. The scene is
an uncanny reflection of what happened as Donald Trump spent his days as President Elect holed up in
Trump Tower on Fifth Avenue as he awaited his inauguration.

Two Truths and a Lie
What Is 1900 , Or The Last President All About ? That was a terrible night for the great City of New
York--the night of Tuesday, November 3rd, 1896. The city staggered under the blow like a huge ocean
liner which plunges, full speed, with terrific crash into a mighty iceberg, and recoils shattered and
trembling like an aspen. The people were gathered, light-hearted and confident, at the evening meal,
when the news burst upon them. It was like a thunder bolt out of an azure sky: "Altgeld holds Illinois
hard and fast in the Democratic line. This elects Bryan President of the United States!" Strange to say,
the people in the upper portion of the city made no movement to rush out of their houses and collect in
the public squares, although the night was clear and beautiful. They sat as if paralyzed with a nameless
dread, and when they conversed it was with bated breath and throbbing hearts. In less than half an hour,
mounted policemen dashed through the streets calling out: "Keep within your houses; close your doors
and barricade them. The entire East side is in a state of uproar. Mobs of vast size are organizing under
the lead of Anarchists and Socialists, and threaten to plunder and despoil the houses of the rich who have
wronged and oppressed them for so many years. Keep within doors. Extinguish all lights." - Taken from
1900, Or The Last President Why You Should Read The Last President Novel? The Last President (or
1900), is a novel by Ingersoll Lockwood. It was written over 100 years ago. It became an instant best
seller this year, when people began to notice that his author Ingersoll Lockwood has also written two
novels about "Baron Trump". So, Ingersoll wrote about a president from New York, and about a boy
named Baron Trump who has a castle in New York's fifth avenue. Even though the novel was written
over a century, it was an interesting books that make us wonder if that something that we call prophecies
somehow really exists in the current world. Want to find out the truth ? Get a copy of this novel, 1900,
Or The Last President now !
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INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD the Collection, 4 in 1: the Last President (or 1900),
Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump, Baron Trumps Marvellous
Underground Journey, Laconics of Cult
Ingersoll Lockwood's patriotic and biographical stage drama takes place immediately before, during and
amid the aftermath of the American War of Independence. The initial scenes take place in the household
of George Washington. First through the words of his servants, we are introduced to the man who led
the American rebellion against the British. Staking his prosperous life on the cause, Washington is
shown to be a family man of noble spirit, immensely devoted to his proud mother and his doting wife, as
well as the slaves who maintain his household. As the war commences, the harsh and bloody realities of
skirmishes are matched with the resolve of Washington and his generals. In perhaps the most
emotionally charged passages of the drama, Washington is informed of the betrayal of Benedict Arnold.
Shocked, aghast, distraught and initially in denial at the treason of a friend he?d so trusted and admired,
Washington steels his spirit to recognize the horrible truth.

1900; Or, The Last President (Annotated)
The Fountainhead
The Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by the American author and
lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remained obscure until 2017, when they received media attention for
perceived similarities between their protagonist and U.S. President Donald Trump.Why You Should
Read The Last President Novel?The Last President (or 1900), is a novel by Ingersoll Lockwood. This
book was written over 100 years ago and It became an instant best seller this year, when people began to
notice that his author Ingersoll Lockwood has also written two novels about "Baron Trump".So,
Ingersoll wrote about a president from New York, and about a boy named Baron Trump who has a castle
in New York's fifth avenue. Even though the novel was written over a century, it was an interesting
books that make us wonder if that something that we call prophecies somehow really exists in the
current world.Want to find out the truth ? Get a copy of this novel, 1900, Or The Last President now !

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Trump University books are practical, straightforward primers on the basics of doing business the
Trump way-successfully. Each book is written by leading experts in the field and includes contributions
from Trump himself. Perfect for anyone who wants to get ahead in business without the MBA, these
streetwise books provide real-world business advice based on the one thing readers can't get in any
business school-experience. In Trump University Wealth Building 101, you'll learn how to: Develop the
right mindset for continued success Learn millionaire moneymaking habits Create your own financial
vision statement Adopt the seven proven practices of the rich Start your own business Become a real
estate entrepreneur Build your investment portfolio Master money-saving tax strategies And much
more!

The Creature from Jekyll Island
The Baron Trump Collection by Ingersoll Lockwood
The first behind-the-scenes look at the life of the most enigmatic First Lady in U.S. history Melania
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Trump is an enigma.
Regardless of your political leanings, she is fascinating—a First Lady who, in many
ways, is the most modern and groundbreaking in recent history. A former model whose beauty in person
leaves people breathless, a woman whose upbringing in a communist country spurred a relentless drive
for stability, both for herself and for her family. A reluctant pillar in a controversial presidential
administration who speaks five languages and runs the East Wing like none of her predecessors ever
could—underestimate her at your own peril (as a former government official did and was summarily
fired). But who is she really? In Free, Melania we get an insider's look at Melania Trump, from her
childhood in Slovenia to her days in the White House, and everything in between. We see the Trump
family dynamics that Melania has had to navigate, including her strained relationship with Ivanka. We
get a rare glimpse into what goes into her famous and sometimes infamous clothing choices (including
perhaps the real message behind Melania’s controversial jacket, “I Really Don’t Care, Do U?”, which
she wore while visiting the U.S.-Mexico border), and how a publicly quiet Melania actually speaks very
loudly—if you just know where, and how, to listen. And we get a behind-the-scenes look at her often
eyebrow-raising relationship with Donald Trump, from their beginnings to becoming the most unusual
First Family in modern history. Looking at Melania in the pantheon of historic First Ladies, Kate
Bennett shows just how different Melania Trump is and why she matters. Bennett, an expert on First
Ladies, has unparalleled access to Melania’s very small and loyal inner circle. As she shows in this pageturning book, the seemingly most reluctant First Lady is, in many ways, the most compelling and
complex First Lady, ever.

Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey
The Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by the American author and
lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remained obscure until 2017, when they received media attention for
perceived similarities between their protagonist and U.S. President Donald Trump.Lockwood published
the first novel, Travels and adventures of Little Baron Trump and his wonderful dog Bulger, in 1889,
and its sequel, Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey, in 1893. The novels recount the
adventures of the German boy Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Von Troomp, who goes by "Baron Trump",
as he discovers weird underground civilizations, offends the natives, flees from his entanglements with
local women, and repeats this pattern until arriving back home at Castle Trump.The novels were part of
a trend in American children's literature that responded to the demand for fantastic adventure stories
triggered by Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland (1865). They were however indifferently received and
did not enter the canon of children's literature.[1] An 1891 reviewer wrote about one of Lockwood's
novels: "The author labors through three hundred pages of fantastic and grotesque narrative, now and
then striking a spark of wit; but the sparks emit little light and no warmth, and one has to fumble for the
story."

The Better Angels of Our Nature
In this powerful memoir, a journalist turned private investigator revisits the case that has haunted her for
decades, asking profound questions about grief, complicity, and justice. “Beautifully written.”—Heather
Ann Thompson, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Blood in the Water In 1990, Ellen McGarrahan was a
young reporter for the Miami Herald when she covered the execution of Jesse Tafero, a man convicted
of murdering two police officers. When it later emerged that Tafero may have been innocent,
McGarrahan was appalled by her unquestioning acceptance of the state’s version of events. The
revelation propelled her into a new career as a private investigator. Decades later, McGarrahan finally
decides to find out the truth of what really happened in Florida. Her investigation plunges her back into
the Miami of the 1960s and 1970s, a dangerous world of nightclubs, speed boats, and cartels, all awash
in violence. She combs through stacks of court files and interviews everyone involved in the case. But
even as McGarrahan circles closer to the truth, the story of guilt and innocence becomes more complex,
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and she gradually discovers
that she hasn’t been alone in her need for closure. Because whenever a
human life is forcibly taken—by bullet, or by electric chair—the reckoning is long and difficult for all. A
fascinating glimpse into the mind of a private investigator, Two Truths and a Lie is ultimately a deeply
personal exploration of one woman’s quest to find answers in a chaotic world.

Collected Works of Ingersoll Lockwood
This revelatory biography of Melania Trump from Pulitzer Prize–winning Washington Post reporter
Mary Jordan “deftly, and without agenda, decodes Melania [Trump]” (NBC News) who is far more
influential in the White House than most people realize. Based on interviews with more than one
hundred people in five countries, The Art of Her Deal: The Untold Story of Melania Trump draws an
unprecedented portrait of the first lady. While her public image is of an aloof woman floating above the
political gamesmanship of Washington, behind the scenes Melania Trump is not only part of President
Trump’s inner circle, but for some key decisions she has been his single most influential adviser.
Throughout her public life, Melania Trump has purposefully worked to remain mysterious. With the
help of key people speaking publicly for the first time and never-before-seen documents and tapes, The
Art of Her Deal looks beyond the surface image to find a determined immigrant and the life she had
before she met Donald Trump. Mary Jordan traces Melania’s journey from Slovenia, where her family
stood out for their nonconformity, to her days as a fledgling model known for steering clear of the
industry’s hard-partying scene, to a tiny living space in Manhattan she shared platonically with a male
photographer, to the long, complicated dating dance that finally resulted in her marriage to Trump.
Jordan documents Melania’s key role in Trump’s political life before and at the White House, and
shows why he trusts her instincts above all. The picture of Melania Trump that emerges in The Art of
Her Deal is one of a woman who is savvy, steely, ambitious, deliberate, and who plays the long game.
And while it is her husband who became famous for the phrase “the art of the deal,” it is she who has
consistently used her leverage to get exactly what she wants. This is the story of the art of her deal.

BARON TRUMP'S MARVELLOUS UNDERGROUND JOURNEY Illustrated
Edition
Excerpt from Washington: A Heroic Drama of the Revolution, in Five Acts Greene. - no, no, my good
fellow, we've no time. If the general has set out for the North, we must follow him at once. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.

The Baron Trump Novels
“The novel that foreshadowed Donald Trump’s authoritarian appeal.”—Salon It Can’t Happen Here is
the only one of Sinclair Lewis’s later novels to match the power of Main Street, Babbitt, and
Arrowsmith. A cautionary tale about the fragility of democracy, it is an alarming, eerily timeless look at
how fascism could take hold in America. Written during the Great Depression, when the country was
largely oblivious to Hitler’s aggression, it juxtaposes sharp political satire with the chillingly realistic
rise of a president who becomes a dictator to save the nation from welfare cheats, sex, crime, and a
liberal press. Called “a message to thinking Americans” by the Springfield Republican when it was
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It Can’t Happen Here is a shockingly prescient novel that remains as fresh and
contemporary as today’s news. Includes an Introduction by Michael Meyer and an Afterword by Gary
Scharnhorst

The Complete Ingersoll Lockwood Collection: 1900: Or; The Last President & The
Barron Trump Adventure Novels
INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD The Collection, 4 In 1:This collection contains the Four Books by
INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD that have surprised the world of the XXI century.The Last President (Or
1900),Travels And Adventures Of Little Baron Trump,Baron Trumps Marvellous Underground
Journey,Laconics of Cult.Ingersoll Lockwood (2 August 1841 - 30 September 1918) was an American
lawyer and writer, and the Ambassador to the German Empire appointed by Abraham Lincoln. As a
writer, he is particularly known today for his Baron Trump novels. Many of his works have been
described as prophetic because they contain strange coincidences with the US president. His main
character name is Baron Trump, about the adventures of a boy who lives in castle Trump and travels to
Russia and has relations there. His other book, the Last President, is about a president who lives in New
York and gets elected against all odds. Many of his books have been hidden for over 100 years and had a
resurgence because of these strange coincidences with the Trump family.However, Laconics of Cult is a
very different book, deeply antireligious. It questions how the human being has been controlled by
different cults or religions with their "shadowy gods on their shadowy thrones,". In it the author attempts
at creating a humanitarian "New Cult", which he calls of the "Immortal Human" , free of the shackles of
organized religion.

Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His Wonderful Dog Bulger and
Baron Trumps' Marvellous Underground Journey (2 Books)
INCLUDING THE BOOK THAT SEEMS TO PREDICT THE RISE AND FALL OF DONALD J
TRUMP 3 Novels by Ingersoll Lockwood Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His
Wonderful Dog Bulger Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey 1900, or, The Last President
__________________ Lockwood published the first novel, Travels and Adventures of Little Baron
Trump and His Wonderful Dog Bulger, in 1889, and its sequel, Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground
Journey, in 1893. The novels recount the adventures of the German boy Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian
Von Troomp, who goes by "Baron Trump," as he discovers weird underground civilizations, offends the
natives, flees from his entanglements with local women, and repeats this pattern until arriving back
home at Castle Trump. The novels were part of a trend in U.S. children's literature that responded to the
demand for fantastic adventure stories triggered by Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
(1865). The third novel, 1900, or The Last President, is a dystopian work in which New York City is
riven by protests following the shocking victory of a populist candidate in the 1896 presidential election,
a candidate who brings on the downfall of the American republic.

The Prophetic Works of Ingersoll Lockwood
Complete and unabridged with all original illustrations. This volume includes: Baron Trumps Marvelous
Underground Adventure, Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His Wonderful Dog
Bulger, and 1900; Or, The Last President.

Baron Trump
Delight in the magical adventures of Little Baron Trump! Read about his famous ancestor, the Armless
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Knight. Find out what
happens to his father, the Elder Baron Trump, when he ascends the Mountains of
the Moon and travels through the Land of the Melodious Sneezers! Little Baron Trump and his
wonderful dog Bulger triumph over the terror at No Man's Port and find themselves in the Land of the
Wind Eaters overcoming danger everywhere they travel, with a little luck, and a lot of courage and
brainpower! Ingersoll Lockwood's 1889 adventure for young and old adults, alike, is brought to light for
a new generation with delightful illustrations by Stephen Smith that capture the spirit of the classic
children's books of yesteryear!

The Wreck of the Titan
Are You A Fan Of Adventures & Science Fiction Stories? If you are, this The Baron Trump Collection
book is perfect for you. The 3 In 1 collection compiled 3 most famous and controversial Ingersoll
Lockwood's novels.They are : Travels And Adventures of Baron Trump With His Wonderful Dog
Bulger Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey The Last President or 1900 Ingersoll Lockwood
is known as a lawyer and famous writer for children stories. The Baron Trump series were the hot topic
during the last United States presidential election. The names and characters in the compilation novels
are coincidentally similar with the political events even though the stories were written over 120 years
ago. 3 Best Collected Works Of Ingersoll Lockwood 1. Travels And Adventures Of Baron Trump And
His Wonderful Dog Bulger This is the 1st series and an introduction of little Baron who have
uncontrollable desire to start his journey with Bulger his companion. In their 1st journey to an
undiscovered island , liittle Baron encounter a wonderful and life threatening experience with the strange
inhabitants and socities around them. 2. Baron Trump Marvelous Underground Journey A sequel of
Baron Trump whereby being in a noble family, he feel unsatisfied to not doing or achieving anything in
his life. He was once told by his father's acquaintance , Don , that there was a passage to the ' world
within a world ' . This underground world can only be reached from the portal located in Russia. With
Bulger, Baron sets his journey and again encounter another strange and unthinkable journey that bring a
good lesson of life. 3. The Last President or 1900 This Ingersoll Lockwood short stories is actually a
bonus in this Baron Trump Collection.It is about chaos that results during the United States presidential
election. The scenario shows revelation of theory of conspiracy, decline of good moral and striving of
socities that reflects the current modern days. Wether it really has any similarities with the characters
that coincides with the last presidential election , you are to find out by reading this book. Can't wait to
read the Baron Trump Series ? Lets explore the action and adventures time travel experience with The
Baron Trump Collection by clicking the BUY BUTTON now !

INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD, the Complete Collection: the Last President (or 1900),
Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump, Baron Trumps Marvellous
Underground Journey, Laconics of Cult
The Complete Ingersoll Lockwood Collection is comprised of three stories, 1900: or; The Last
President, Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and his Wonderful Dog Bulger, and Baron
Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey. Lockwood practiced law in New York City, and served in
Abraham Lincolns administration as ambassador to the court of Hanover. 1900: or; The Last President is
a dystopian novel about set after the shocking election of a populist candidate in the 1896 presidential
election. The two Baron Trump novels are children's adventures stories about a restless young boy prone
to get into trouble. These late 19th century stories have been recently rediscovered by modern audiences
after the election to President of Donald Trump. Many amusing and eerie similarities and historical
coincidence exist between this collection of stories and Donald Trump and his son Barron Trump.

The Baron Trump Novels
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Traces the history of the Federal Reserve, revealing how the American government has used the Reserve
as a way to deceive taxpayers and control the global economy and explaining how the Reserve
influences the flow of money between citizens, businesses, banks, and the government.

The Baron Trump Collection 2020 Edition
Complete and unabridged with all original illustrations.

Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the most peaceful time in
human existence, drawing on psychological insights into intrinsic values that are causing people to
condemn violence as an acceptable measure.

INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD The Collection
The revolutionary literary vision that sowed the seeds of Objectivism, Ayn Rand's groundbreaking
philosophy, and brought her immediate worldwide acclaim. This modern classic is the story of
intransigent young architect Howard Roark, whose integrity was as unyielding as graniteof Dominique
Francon, the exquisitely beautiful woman who loved Roark passionately, but married his worst
enemyand of the fanatic denunciation unleashed by an enraged society against a great creator. As fresh
today as it was then, Rand’s provocative novel presents one of the most challenging ideas in all of
fiction—that man’s ego is the fountainhead of human progress “A writer of great power. She has a subtle
and ingenious mind and the capacity of writing brilliantly, beautifully, bitterlyThis is the only novel of
ideas written by an American woman that I can recall.”—The New York Times

Free, Melania
A Warning
The Baron Trump Novels The Paperback contains collection of Baron Trump stories.These Books are
illustrated with good quality images. Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His Wonderful
Dog Bulger Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey

Baron Trump's Marvellous Underground Journey : Complete with 25 Original
Illustrations
On September 5, 2018, the New York Times published a bombshell essay and took the rare step of
granting its writer anonymity. Described only as "a senior official in the Trump administration," the
author provided eyewitness insight into White House chaos, administration instability, and the people
working to keep Donald Trump's reckless impulses in check.With the 2020 election on the horizon,
Anonymous is speaking out once again. In this book, the original author pulls back the curtain even
further, offering a first-of-its-kind look at the president and his record -- a must-read before Election
Day. It will surprise and challenge both Democrats and Republicans, motivate them to consider how we
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judge our nation's leaders,
and illuminate the consequences of re-electing a commander in chief unfit for
the role.This book is a sobering assessment of the man in the Oval Office and a warning about
something even more important -- who we are as a people.

It Can't Happen Here
In WOLF IN THE RIVER, Adam Rapp explores love and neglect, the challenges of poverty, the
dangerous cost of shiftlessness, the simple notion of leaving a place behind, and the value of a girl.
"Savage lyricism." Ben Brantley, The New York Times "A jolt of dark energyI can't remember the last
time I felt as invested in a fictional stage character as I did in Tana Half the time I wasn't sure what was
real and what was fantasy or dream. Yet the story held me from start to finish." BlogCritics.org
"Extraordinary Nothing like you have ever seen before and nothing you are likely ever to see again."
Theatre Reviews Limited "This is great theater. It's hard to separate the play itself from the creative
staging and perfect acting but it all adds up to as stunning a theatrical experience as anyone ever needs to
have." Let's Talk Off-Broadway

Washington
The Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by the American author and
lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remained obscure until 2017, when they received media attention for
similarities between their protagonist and U.S. President Donald Trump. Lockwood published the first
novel, Travels and adventures of Little Baron Trump and his wonderful dog Bulger, in 1889, and its
sequel, Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey, in 1893. The novels recount the adventures of
the German boy Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Von Troomp, who goes by "Baron Trump", as he
discovers weird underground civilizations, offends the natives, flees from his entanglements with local
women, and repeats this pattern until arriving back home at Castle Trump.

1900: Or; the Last President
The Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by the American author and
lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remained obscure until 2017, when they received media attention for
perceived similarities between their protagonist and U.S. President Donald Trump.

Adventure Collection : Alice in Wonderland and Baron Trump Novels,1900 Or the
Last President
INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD that have surprised the world of the XXI century.The Last President (Or
1900),Travels And Adventures Of Little Baron Trump,Baron Trumps Marvellous Underground
Journey,Laconics of Cult.Ingersoll Lockwood (2 August 1841 - 30 September 1918) was an American
lawyer and writer, and the Ambassador to the German Empire appointed by Abraham Lincoln. As a
writer, he is particularly known today for his Baron Trump novels. Many of his works have been
described as prophetic because they contain strange coincidences with the US president. His main
character name is Baron Trump, about the adventures of a boy who lives in castle Trump and travels to
Russia and has relations there. His other book, the Last President, is about a president who lives in New
York and gets elected against all odds. Many of his books have been hidden for over 100 years and had a
resurgence because of these strange coincidences with the Trump family.However, Laconics of Cult is a
very different book, deeply antireligious. It questions how the human being has been controlled by
different cults or religions with their "shadowy gods on their shadowy thrones,". In it the author attempts
at creating a humanitarian "New Cult", which he calls of the "Immortal Human" , free of the shackles of
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Wolf in the River
The Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893 by the American author and
lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. They remained obscure until 2017, when they received media attention for
perceived similarities between their protagonist and U.S. President A classic fantasy adventure about a
boy, Baron, who, after coming across an ancient manuscript, travels with his dog, Bulger, magically
through a portal in Russia which leads to an underworld where he encounters a myriad of unique people
and places. His journey inspires him to learn about and appreciate the many differences between the two
worlds. A descriptive and imaginative story.

The Tale of the Ten
Was the coming of the Trump Family Dynasty foretold decades ago?..Is it a coincidence that our current
president's son and the main character in this novel have the same name and personalities?..A boy
journeying underground to strange lands and lands in Russia?..Symbolically speaking, President Trump
is building bridges to our Russian Counterparts.Author Ingersoll Lockwood has a eerie ability to see the
future.Now back in print from a century ago, read and experience the striking similarities between the
two Barons.Some people even postulate that Baron Trump and Steve Banon are the same people
interchanged in time, working on a agenda, a agenda that is Un-America

The Baron Trump Omnibus
BARON TRUMP'S MARVELLOUS UNDERGROUND JOURNEY illustrated edition complete with
orginal classic illustrator, vintage picture Lockwood published the first novel, Travels and adventures of
Little Baron Trump and his wonderful dog Bulger, in 1889, and its sequel, Baron Trump's Marvelous
Underground Journey, in 1893. The novels recount the adventures of the German boy Wilhelm Heinrich
Sebastian Von Troomp, who goes by "Baron Trump", as he discovers weird underground civilizations,
offends the natives, flees from his entanglements with local women, and repeats this pattern until
arriving back home at Castle Trump. The novels were part of a trend in American children's literature
that responded to the demand for fantastic adventure stories triggered by Lewis Carroll's Alice in
Wonderland (1865). They were, however, indifferently received and did not enter the canon of children's
literature.[1] An 1891 reviewer wrote about one of Lockwood's novels: "The author labors through three
hundred pages of fantastic and grotesque narrative, now and then striking a spark of wit; but the sparks
emit little light and no warmth, and one has to fumble for the story." BULGER IS GREATLY
ANNOYED BY THE FAMILIARITY OF THE VILLAGE DOGS AND THE PRESUMPTION OF
THE HOUSE CATS.HIS HEALTH SUFFERS THEREBY, AND HE IMPLORES ME TO SET OUT
ON MY TRAVELS AGAIN. I READILY CONSENT, FOR I HAD BEEN READING OF THE
WORLD WITHIN A WORLD IN A MUSTY OLD MS. WRITTEN BY THE LEARNED DON
FUM.PARTING INTERVIEWS WITH THE ELDER BARON AND THE GRACIOUS BARONESS
MY MOTHER.PREPARATIONS FOR DEPARTURE.

Red Corona
This eBook edition of "Baron Trump" has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted
for readability on all devices."The Adventures of Baron Trump" is comprised of two children's novels
written by the American author and lawyer Ingersoll Lockwood. The novels recounts the adventures of
the German boy Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Von Troomp, who goes by "Baron Trump", as he
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women, and repeats this pattern until arriving back home at Castle Trump. The novels have recently
received media attention, relating similarities between the protagonist and the U.S. President Donald
Trump, whose son is also named Barron Trump.

Mr Nice
This bestselling account of Howard Marks' life as an international drug smuggler is now being turned
into a major film starring Rhys Ifans, Chloe Sevigny and David Thewlis. Numerous books and TV
documentaries have been devoted to Marks' life. Mr Nice is his personal story.

The Art of Her Deal
This Paperback Edition is a collection of 5 Novels.1a : Alice's Adventures in Wonderland1b: Through
the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There2a:Travels and adventures of Little Baron Trump and
his wonderful dog Bulger2b: Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground Journey2c: 1900 or the last
president***illustrated
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